
Coral Cliffs Entertainment Inc. Announces Expansion  

Coral Cliffs Entertainment Center - Opening Spring 2025 
Coral Cliffs Entertainment Inc. is thrilled to officially announce the groundbreaking of a new Family 
Entertainment Center this Fall, marking a momentous occasion as we celebrate our 20th 
anniversary. This addition will be conveniently located adjacent to our current Cinema and is 
scheduled to open its doors in early 2025. 

Our venue boasts 40,000+ square feet, featuring a versatile event space suitable for hosting 
gatherings of diverse sizes, including birthday parties, corporate events, and family gatherings. This 
complex will feature 18 lanes of state-of-the-art Brunswick bowling lanes equipped with Spark 
technology, including four exclusive private VIP lanes. Spark, the industry's pioneering immersive 
and interactive scoring experience, envelops participants in a captivating, unparalleled ambiance 
while delivering cutting-edge technology and entertainment to the bowling experience.  

The arcade and redemption area will feature an extensive selection of over 80+ thrilling games 
designed to cater to diverse tastes and preferences. Guests can effortlessly load credits onto their 
arcade cards, seamlessly transitioning from one game to another to accrue points redeemable for 
exciting prizes at the redemption center.  

Introducing Limitless VR, an exhilarating attraction that plunges players into a free-roam 
environment, complete with physical props and barriers strategically positioned in the playing 
space. This immersive experience adds an extra layer of excitement and realism to the virtual reality 
adventure.  

Featuring a restaurant with a scratch kitchen, the venue will be complete with state-of-the-art 
audio-visual presentations of sporting events. Guests will have the opportunity to partake in 
distinctive attractions, including axe throwing and krazy darts, enhancing the overall experience 
with excitement and dynamism. For those seeking adult beverages, a selection will be available to 
complement the enjoyment of our diverse offerings.  

Situated at the far end of the Coral Cliffs Entertainment Center, an indoor and outdoor mini-golf 
course awaits to captivate visitors of all ages. This course challenges the skills of every player, 
featuring engaging outdoor themes characterized by red rock formations, meandering rivers, and 
dramatic cliffs.  

Connecting the cinema and entertainment center, we will have “The Breezeway” – an inviting space 
adorned with oversized Jenga, a fire pit, and cornhole. This environment is crafted to provide a 
communal atmosphere, offering a variety of seating options for guests to relax, connect, and enjoy 
a delightful selection of food and beverages.  

Economically, this expansion will create 80-90 jobs for our youth and substantially increase tax 
revenue for the community.  

For additional information on the Coral Cliffs Entertainment Center, please visit our website or 

contact Rick Moser at either 435-635-1484 Ext. 102 or via email at rm@coralcliffscinema8.com. 

https://www.coralcliffscinema8.com/ccec

